TSUNG TSIN ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO, CANADA

加拿大安省崇正總會

3880 Midland Avenue at Passmore, Scarborough, Ontario M1V 5K4 Tel: (416) 321-0886

TTA Heritage Day Celebration 2020

Dear TTA member,

How will we celebrate this year?

Our community has been affected by COVID-19 in many ways. The SOS Fundraising Drive was created
to support TTA and to ensure that we can still be here for each other once we are able to meet again in
person.
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hit. From April to the present, Tsung Tsin has been totally locked down. The last event we hosted
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This situation has caused tremendous ﬁnancial hardship for our association. TTA does not have a
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monthly events to survive. Faced with these sudden and totally unexpected circumstances and
unable to generate any income with which to meet our ﬁnancial obligations, we are forced to dip
into our meager reserves which are quickly and dangerously running low. In fact, our reserves
have reached a critical level.
Although Ontario is now at stage 3 level in re-opening, we at TTA are still unable to restart our
primary fund-raising activities due to mandated social distancing and a limit of 50 people for
indoor gatherings. Unfortunately, we do not anticipate any relaxing of these requirements for the
foreseeable future.
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our association survive these unprecedented and diﬃcult times.
Tsung Tsin is soliciting donations from our members. We would be grateful for your donation of
any amount to help us keep going until we, collectively as a country, are able to overcome
Covid-19. Please be assured the situation is dire and immediate. As well, please be aware that our
monthly expenses exceed $10,000 per month, including property taxes, condo maintenance fees,
insurance plus additional expenses needed to ensure that the interior of premises is still
maintained and properly looked after to prevent deterioration during lock-down.
We have attempted to get a government grant, but under the present circumstances, our
association does not qualify for any Government loans or grants.
Tsung Tsin is an important part of our Hakka community. It serves a crucial role in the
preservation and promotion of our heritage and culture. Every eﬀort must be made to
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ensure its continued success and survival to serve our Hakka people.
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